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Introduction 

oday’s office business, Organizations are in 

the state of change, this change is reflected 

the office structure and office positions 

from junior secretary to senior secretary level. 

Hence attention is now given to what the office 

does and the way in which activities can be 

accomplished in an efficient and effective way. 

Office secretary is responsible for the smooth 

operation of the day-to-day activities of the 

organization, a good office secretary make it 

possible for other people to function efficiently. 

Office secretaries work closely with the 

organization partners, owner, or managers to 

meet the organization staffing, equipment, and 

organizational needs.  
According to Montgomery, (2004) defines 

information technology as the handling of vocal, 

pictorial, textual and numerical Information by 

means of micro-electronic based equipment in 

computing and telecommunication. These clearly 

bring about the advantages of information 
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delivery through technology means, since almost all aspect of office 

work can adequately be taken care of. 

Information Technology as the combination of two technologies, 

computing and the main purpose of which is to transmit representation 

of information signals between remote locations (Aaron, 2000). 

Furthermore, in agreement to what the scholars or writer said 

Information Technology it is the application of technology to solve 

business or organization problems; also it can be seen as a system for 

storing, sending, and retrieving information 

 

Statement of the problem 

This paper ascertains that office secretaries in an organization are scared 

of losing their jobs due to the advent of information technology. Never 

the less, Information Technology when properly implemented in an 

organization will bring about productivity and easy flow of information, 

effective production delivery services to customers. 

Unfortunately, it appears that the introduction of information 

technology seems to pose some problem to office secretaries. 

Office secretaries seem to be scared of losing their jobs because some of 

them are inexperienced in the use of modern gadgets such as facsimile 

Transfer (FAX), video conferencing. As a result of this it has created fear 

and instability in the office secretaries as it seems as if most of them are 

looking for alternative jobs. 

The introduction of technology in some organization would bring about 

improved performance, but it appears to be at a very high cost-that is the 

cost of maintenance of equipment and services. 

 

Objective 

The main purpose of this research work includes: 

To establish the contribution of Information Technology towards 

efficient performance of the office secretary, 

i. To determine the cause of non-adaptation of Information 

Technology in an organization by office secretaries.  

ii. To identify ways necessary to address issue of information 

technology among office secretaries  
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Research questions 

Based on the problem stated above, this research work aims at finding 

the answer to the following questions: 

i. What is the contribution of information technology to the 

performance of the secretaries? 

ii. What factors affect the non-adaptation of information 

Technology among office secretaries? 

 

Significance of the study 

It is expected that the finding and recommendations of the research 

would guide the area of study to consider introducing information 

technology for their office professional efficiency and other human 

resource departments for effective administration of personal matters. 

 

Delimitation of the study 

The paper covers some aspect of information technology on the 

performance of the office secretaries, which include the need for the 

contribution of IT, factors affecting the adaptation of information 

technology, implication of non-adaptation and strategies necessary to 

address information technology issues in federal polytechnic Bali. 

 

Conceptual Review 

Concept of Information and Technology 

According to Uzoka (2002) sees information technology as the 

harnessing of electronic technology in its various forms to improve the 

operation and profitability of the business as whole,  however this paper 

sees information technology has a combination of computing 

telecommunication and video techniques for the purpose of acquiring, 

processing, storing and disseminating vocal, pictorial, textual and 

numerical information etc. 

The explosion in electronic is just one example of the ways information 

technology is influencing how people do business and how they account 

for business financial and economic event, (moscove 2003). 

Therefore, since we live in a competitive environment where things are 

changing fast and for the better technologically and due to the growing 
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complexity of modern day management, the office is also changing. 

Secretarial functions such as typing mailing in the letter that usually takes 

minute or hours can be carried in the second with high speed, accuracy 

and perfection.` 

Information technology according to Oliver, Chapman and French (2000) 

is a technology which supports activities involving the creation, storage, 

manipulation, and communication of information (principally 

computing, electronics and electronic communication) together with 

their related methods, management and applications. It has also created 

countless opportunities and challenges for millions of individuals.   

 

Who is the office secretary? 

Edun, (2010) propounded that an office secretary is responsible for 

monitoring and reviewing systems, usually focusing on specific 

outcomes such as improve timescales, turnover, output, sales, etc. 

 A secretary is an administrative profession who plays an integrals role in 

business or organization a typically individual who organize and office 

taxes maintain implement procedures and carry out additional 

administrative duties.  

As such as the role is varied, often including responsibilities across a 

diverse range of function such as: 

Report writing 

Book keeping 

Record management 

Personal competencies useful in the role are: Problem solving skills, good 

decision making abilities, integrity, resourcefulness, creativities, time 

management skill and the ability to work properly. 

 

Strategies for handling Information technology Issues in an office 

According to Uzoka, (2002), organizational activity is the acquisition of 

information from one or more resources, the “custodianship, the person 

who have the responsibility to take care of something” and the 

distribution of that information to those who need it, and its ultimate 

disposition through archiving or deletion. This cycle of organizational 

involvement with information involves a variety of stakeholders, for 
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example those who are responsible for assuring the quality, accessibility 

and utility of acquired information, those who are responsible for its safe 

storage and disposal, and those who need it for decision making.   

 

Positive impact of information technology in an organization  

These papers ascertain that there are two main areas in which 

organization are affected by the use of ICT: communication information 

technology and security. The two areas considerably overlap. 

i. Information management: organizations can be benefiting 

from using information and technology for information 

management e.g. data mining of customer information to 

produce list for targeted advertising. 

ii. Security: although the use of information and communication 

technology (ICT) can result to its own security issues, it can also 

solve or reduce some security problems. 

 

Negative impact of Information Technology in Organization 

According to Aromolaram, (2009), even as there is positive impact of 

information technology there are also the negative impacts which are: 

i. Cost: the cost of using information and communication 

technology (ICT) may cause a numbers of problems to 

organizations. A lots of ICT hardware and soft-wares are 

expensive, both to purchase and to maintain. 

ii. Security: this is always a problem to every organization that 

uses ICT. Data must be kept secure, intent connection must be 

protected from attack; new viruses and other form of malware 

are released nearly every day. Organization will usually have 

legal obligation. Even if the organization does not have to 

comply with a specific data protection low it will usually be in 

the organization’s interest to protest data from rival. 

 

Benefit of Information Technology to the Office Secretary   

This paper determine that information technology provide access to 

your company’s electronic network from many other places other than 

the office itself. You can now work from home, or even from the road. 
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This sure increase one’s productivity and work keep coming in even one 

is not physically present in office. Mobility is now common that most 

people don’t even notice it! 

Accurate and Speedy Processing Of Information: whether it is 

government organizations, private business, institutions or even 

individuals, Information Technology has multiplied their abilities to 

process all sorts of information accurately and with lighting fast speed.  

Globalization: information technology has removed the physical barriers 

between nations and connected them through their shared ideas and 

opportunities. The advent of social median has made interactions easy 

and the use of face book. 

 Effective Communication: information technology has definitely made 

communication cheaper, quicker and far more superior than ever before. 

Sending e-mails, video calling through Skype, sending text messages 

through various online apps allows people sitting miles away to connect 

with each other instantaneously. 

Advancement of Economies: since information technology has 

businesses so efficient, the overall buying and selling activities are no 

longer restricted by time and distance. Companies from different parts 

of the world can now interconnect with each other conveniently. Today 

every local as well as international has its presence online and caters to 

larger audience beyond its borders.  

 

Research Methodology  

Design of the study 

The method adopted for this research is survey design. 

 

Area of the study 

The area of coverage for research is federal polytechnic Bali, Taraba 

State. 

 

Population of the study 

The population of this paper is the secretaries of federal polytechnic, Bali 

totally twenty (20). 
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Instrument for data collection 

The instrument use in collecting data was structure questionnaires with 

five (5) point Likert scales. 

 

Method of data collection 

Structure questionnaires were administered and collected after 

completion by the researcher herself. 

 

Findings 

This paper is to assess the effect of information technology on the 

performance of office secretary in federal polytechnic Bali as a cast 

study, tend to achieve the following objective: 

i. The paper reveals that information and technology has great 

impact on the modern technological advancement because it 

enhance efficiency and effectiveness of the secretary in an 

organization so it should be fused into the secretarial duties as 

it will lead to the achievement of every organizations goal and 

objectives. 

ii. Management should provide necessary modern information 

technological equipment and the secretaries should be trained 

with those modern information technology and machines to 

be able to handle and operate almost all the office machines 

provided by the organization. Secretary should work together 

as team with order collogues to make them adapt to those 

modern equipment provided in their organizations. 

iii. The result of the research also shows that some of the factors 

that affect non-adaptability of Information Technology are, 

lack of team work, inadequate training, lack of know-how of 

those technological machines, lack of available modern 

machines, as well working always using the machines help to 

make the secretary adapt to this recent trend. 

iv. The research also reveals that some strategies that 

organizations need to adapt in order to address issues of 

information technology which are: training of the secretary 

with modern technological gadgets, provision of those 
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modern technological equipment to make the secretary’s 

work easy, promoting them when due promotion or when 

they did what warrant promotion, making provision for them 

to attain workshops on those modern information 

technological advancement. 

v. Secretaries should work together as a team with other 

colleque to make them adapt to those modern sophisticated 

equipment provided in their organization, the secretary should 

not be scared of information technology equipment, they 

should work with it regularly to make them get acquainted 

with those equipment. 

vi. Those who are responsible of providing these equipment i.e 

department, institution and government should do so in order 

to improve efficiency in secretary’s work.  

 

Conclusion 

The conclusion drawn was entirely on the research findings, the effect of 

information technology on the performance of office secretary in federal 

polytechnic Bali. 

The result shows that the effectiveness of the secretary depends on the 

adequate modern information technology machine effective training 

he/she got from where he/she was trained. This secretaries have to do all 

the secretarial duties which is now technologically incline as such need 

to be trained, promoted when due, provided with adequate knowledge 

for job performance secretary. 
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